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An ADS, for which verification and vali-

For this purpose, ISO_26262 lists vari-

dation methods are being investigated

ous requirements and recommenda-

in the VVM project, represents a safety-

tions for an item definition, including

relevant E/E system in a series produc-

listing all known requirements, bound-

tion road vehicle and accordingly

aries, and interfaces (cf._[1, Part_3, 5.4]).

requires a functional specification in the

Yet, the open context in which an ADS

form of an item definition in accordance

operates poses a major challenge to a

with ISO_26262_[1]. The item definition is

structured specification artifact.

consulted by the further process steps

Incompleteness directly affects possible

in the automotive safety lifecycle, but as

hazards, so that safety analyses that

a living document it is also constantly

primarily focus on the item definition are

supplemented and expanded within the

likely insufficient. VVM is aiming to

concept phase_[2].

contribute to a solution of this problem.

Item definition of ISO_26262

SOTIF system specification

A concrete challenge in the project con-

Since the SOTIF standard

text is the systemic complexity resulting

ISO/DIS_21448_[4] focuses on complex

from the definition of an ADS according

systems that provide safety-related

to SAE_J3016_[3, Sec. 3.2] as well as

functionality based on a sophisticated

the extended scope of applicable pro-

situational awareness, the guidance on

cesses and methods of verification and

system specification provided in

validation, whereas the requirements for

Clause_5 is also a valuable input for

an item definition in ISO_26262 are for-

performing an item definition for an

mulated independently of the system

ADS. There are key extensions named

scope and a degree of automation.

by the standard (cf._[4, Clause_5]); e._g.:

In short, the two main objectives of an

•

item definition according to ISO_26262

Description of the Operational
Design Domain (ODD)

are (cf._[1, Part_3, 5.1]):

•

Vehicle-level safety strategy

•

•

Human-machine interaction,

to define functions to be developed
and to describe interactions with
the environment

•

including foreseeable misuse
•

to ensure a common understanding
of the system for subsequent

System performance limitations
and countermeasures

•

development activities

System architecture implementing
the intended functionality

•

Degradation and warning concept
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Sections of the example document developed in VVM based on preliminary work in the projects aFAS [5] and UNICARagil [6].
_

_

The figure illustrates sections of an item

within the document, since in the

definition considered in VVM. Due to

research project no specification of

the project's focus on verification and

preliminary assumptions or require-

validation activities and methods, not all

ments for the architectural design is

sections will be elaborated; essentially,

intended by the item definition, and no

some information would require devel-

integration of the intended functionality

opment decisions for an actual product.

into a specific vehicle will be performed.

With regard to the prepared item definition content, a central role is assumed
in the project context by the section
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